and  that  compliance could be  achieved by  a  combination of   the proposed  controls,
On  this  record  the  Secretary  thus established  that  the proposed  engineering
controls  would  reduce   the noise  level.
The  fourth  element requires  proof  of  a reasoned  estimate  of   the  expected
economic cost of   the  controls.     In this   instance,   based on  his   previous
experience  the  inspector  was  able  to  estimate a cost   for   the controls.     He
testified   that another  operator had  installed a commercial   sound  curtain  for
approximately  $500.     He  also   testified that he   told  Smith   that   two   other
operators had  successfully  built homemade barriers   to   bring   their   equipment
into compliance  at  a cost of   $100 or  less.     An  installed  muffler  was   priced
at between $50 and  $100.     The  inspector   estimated   the  cost   for   the  window
glass at between  $100 and $200.     Although  these estimates  are not  documented
beyond  the  inspector's  personal  knowledge and  experience,   we conclude   that
the inspector established sufficient experience with   these   proposed  noise
controls   to  make  his   testimony credible  as  a reasoned  estimate  of  their cost.
Smith did not rebut  the   testimony  on  the costs of glass  and muffler  and
only demonstrated  that  the  actual cost of  the  curtain,  months  after   the
inspection and original  estimate,   was more  than  predicted,
The  final element of   the  Secretary's  proof   is  a demonstration   that the
cost of   the  suggested  controls   is  not wholly out of  proportion  to   the  expected
benefits.     Again,   the  facts  support the conclusion  that   the Secretary met  this
burden.     The estimated  total cost of   the engineering  controls  suggested by
the Secretary ranged  from a  low estimate of  $600 or   less   to a high  estimate of
about $1,400.     The benefit   to be attained   from installation of   the controls
apparently would  be   full compliance with  the standard by reducing   the  miner's
exposure  to  noise   to  permissible   levels.     We agree with   the judge   that even
if  the higher  cost estimates  are used,   it cannot be  said   that   these  costs  are
unreasonable or wholly out of proportion  to   the   expected  benefits   to  be
attained. J3/    Thus,   we conclude  that  the Secretary  established  a violation
of 30 C.F.R,   §   56,5-50.
3/       In view of   the  amount  of   the maximum estimated   costs   of   the  engineering
controls,   this  case  also  does  not  require  us   to address   In detail   the
"prohibitively  expensive"   test of  economic   feasibility   suggested   by   the
Secretary.     See Ca.llanan,   5   FMSHRC at   190ft,     As  in  Cnllanan,   under  any
reasonable  interpretation of   that phrase   the costs   of   the controls   at
issue here  can  not  be  considered  "prohibitively  expensive."
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